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This new edition gives readers the ability and understanding necessary to create and administer a network. The book shows the reader how
to physically connect computers and other devices to a network and access peripherals such as printers over the network.
Absolute Beginner's Guide to Upgrading and Fixing Your PC is a comprehensive, non-technical guide to upgrading your computer and fixing
common problems. It provides step-by-step instructions for specific types of upgrades, fast and easy ways to troubleshoot common computer
problems - and how to restore your system to working order after a bad upgrade. Included are instructions for the following types of system
enhancements: * Adding new USB, serial, parallel, and FireWire ports * Adding bigger hard disks and more system memory * Upgrading to
better mice and keyboards * Upgrading to new printers, faxes, and scanners * Upgrading to bigger monitors and more powerful video cards *
Upgrading for digital photography and digital video editing * Upgrading for TV and DVD viewing * Upgrading for digital music playback *
Upgrading for enhanced game play * Installing a wired or wireless network * Speeding up your Internet connection * Upgrading your
operating system to Windows XP
A guide to the business presentation software explains how to combine text, animation, video, photographs, sound effects, and narration into
a professional-looking presentation.
Covers connecting to the Internet, maintenance, applications, and multimedia features.
A detailed overview of the new features of Microsoft's Windows XP Media Center Edition PCs furnishes information on installation and set up,
how to integrate the PC with a home network or entertainment center, and how to use such features as the system's Remote Control
Interface, My TV, My Music, My Pictures, My Videos, and Play DVD. Original. (Beginner)
Book + Content Update Program Make the most of your new Windows 10 device-without needing to be a technical expert! This book is the
fastest way to take control of Windows 10, and use it to create, connect, and discover... simplify and organize your whole life... learn more,
play more, do more, live better! This book will show you how to do what you want, the way you want, one incredibly clear and easy step at a
time. Windows 10 has never, ever been this simple! Who knew how simple Windows 10 could be? This is the easiest, most practical
beginner's guide to using your new Windows 10 desktop, notebook, or tablet... simple, reliable instructions for doing everything you really
want to do! Here's a small sample of what you'll learn: Make the new Windows 10 Start menu work just the way you want Tweak Windows to
reflect your personality and maximize your security Reliably connect to your home network or public Wi-Fi Master the speedy new Microsoft
Edge web browser Install and use the best new Windows Store apps Enjoy all of your digital photos, videos, movies, and music Find
whatever you're looking for-or let Cortana find it for you Use free OneDrive cloud storage to store, sync, and back up your files Play games
and media through Xbox Live Manage all email from one easy app: Outlook, Gmail, Yahoo!, and more Share files and printers the easy way
with Homegroups Retrieve up-to-the-minute news, sports, weather, and financial data Set up the notifications you want-and turn off those you
don't want Create efficient virtual desktops to get more done faster Connect multiple monitors to one computer Keep your computer safe and
healthy-painlessly Alan Wright has spent a decade providing IT support to enterprises, small businesses, and residential users. He holds
several certifications from CompTIA and Microsoft, was technical editor on Using Windows 8 and Microsoft Project 2013 In Depth, and coPage 1/8
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authored both Windows 8.1: Absolute Beginner's Guide and Visio 2013: Absolute Beginner's Guide.
For beginning programmers, this updated edition answers all C programming questions. This bestseller talks to readers at their level,
explaining every aspect of how to get started and learn the C language quickly. Readers also find out where to learn more about C. This book
includes tear-out reference card of C functions and statements, a hierarchy chart, and other valuable information. It uses special icons, notes,
clues, warnings, and rewards to make understanding easier. And the clear and friendly style presumes no programming knowledge.
Covering all of Office 2003's topics including the "core" applications in a focused way, this text is aimed at both the complete novice diving
into Office as well as those upgrading from an earlier version. It provides concise, step-by-step tips.
Make the most of Word 2013–without becoming a technical expert! This book is the fastest way to learn Word and use it quickly to prepare
powerfully effective documents! Even if you’ve never used Word before, you’ll learn how to do what you want, one clear and easy step at a
time. Word has never, ever been this simple! Who knew how simple Word 2013 could be? This is the easiest, most practical beginner’s
guide to using Microsoft’s incredibly powerful new Word 2013 word processing program…simple, reliable instructions for doing everything you
really want to do! Here’s a small sample of what you’ll learn: • Navigate Word 2013’s updated interface and make the most of the Ribbon,
Quick Access toolbar, and other handy tools • Quickly develop any document, from reports to résumés, brochures to calendars–even web
pages • Control margins, indents, alignment, columns, and spacing • Improve document appearance with themes and style sets • Organize
and present data attractively with Word tables and charts • Build professional-quality visuals with SmartArt and WordArt • Use images from
multiple sources, including screen captures and Bing Image Search • Master long documents, tables of contents, cross-references, and
footnotes • Collaborate with others using Word’s tracking and revision tools • Easily create personalized mailings and email • And much
more…
Provides step-by-step instructions on creating a variety of documents with the latest version of Microsoft Word.
Absolute Beginner's Guide to Databases brings the elements of a database together using easy to understand language, perfect for the true
beginner. It not only gives specific hands on practice, but also provides an overview of designing, maintaining and using a database. This
book covers what databases are used for, why databases are important, why the design of the database is important, database
normalization, keys to solid database design, differences in types of databases, and indexes--what they are, how we use them, and why they
are important.
Explains how to design and build worksheets using the electronic spreadsheet program, covering topics including formulas, borders, and
speech recognition.
Make the most of Project 2013—without becoming a technical expert! This book is the fastest way to take control of Project 2013, and use it to
efficiently manage every phase of your project, from up-front planning through project completion and post-mortems. Even if you’ve never
used Microsoft Project before, this book will show you how to do what you want, one incredibly clear and easy step at a time. Project 2013
has never, ever been this simple! Who knew how simple Project® 2013 could be? This is the easiest, most practical beginner’s guide to
running real projects with Project 2013… simple, reliable instructions for doing everything you really want to do! Here’s a small sample of what
you’ll learn: • Master today’s best project management techniques • Use Project 2013 to solve many key project management problems •
Master Project’s revamped interface, from Start screen to Backstage • Leverage Project 2013’s best new features in your day-to-day work •
Get comfortable with the Project Window and its powerful views • Set up realistic project schedules and calendars • Add new tasks,
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dependencies, and resources • Create budgets, track costs, and quickly resolve cost overruns • Smoothly reflect changes in your project •
Report on progress, from completed work to anticipated finish dates • Strengthen decision-making with dashboards, plans, and timelines •
Streamline processes by integrating Project with SharePoint and Office • Securely share project data with team participants and stakeholders
• Improve efficiency by customizing Project’s interface to your needs • Coherently manage complex project portfolios • Extend project
management to smartphones, tablets, and the cloud Brian Kennemer, Microsoft MVP for Project and Project Server, has worked with Project
since 1997. He served on the Microsoft Consulting Services Global Enterprise Project Management team for five years, and has helped
several Microsoft Partners design and deploy Project Server-based systems. Sonia Atchison has worked with Microsoft Project since 1999. In
2006, she joined Microsoft’s writing team, producing extensive help content, videos, and content for Office.com and TechNet.
More and more people are learning the advantages of using Corel’s Quattro Pro over other spreadsheet applications. If you have joined their
ranks, this book is for you! Absolute Beginner’s Guide to Quattro Pro X3 is endorsed by Corel, and offers a straight-forward, no-nonsense
approach to the basics. With the help of this book, you will learn how to efficiently manage, analyze, report, and share data, and then move
on to more advanced features.

Discusses tasks that can be performed with the Tablet PC, peripherals that can be used to control it, and how it can be used in
conjunction with Microsoft Office applications.
Guides beginning users through basic PC operations in Microsoft Windows, demonstrating how to print letters, manage finances,
shop online, send and receive e-mail, and customize the desktop.
Here is a tool for new users to learn how to use all of these features of Outlook in a quick and easy manner. The book starts from
the very beginning, assuming that the reader has no previous experience with Outlook. The book's clear explanations and
straightforward style help upgrading users make an easy transition from previous versions to Outlook 2003.
Describes the functions of all the Microsoft Office programs, including Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, and Access.
Covers the features and functions of the note-taking application.
Using a friendly informative style, this book shows readers how to use the latest version of Windows.
A guide to Microsoft Outlook covers such topics as managing a calendar, sending and receiving e-mail, working with address
books, and using notes and journals.
Provides an overview of the features and functions of the program, discussing such topics as building queries, importing and
exporting data, creating reports, securing a database, and distributing an Access application.
New edition of best-seller shows users how to get the most out of their PCs And The Internet – updated to cover Vista.
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Written by a Microsoft MVP and Visual Studio expert, this hands-on guide gets you started with the
latest release of Microsoft's flagship Integrated Development Environment (IDE). Microsoft Visual Studio 2010: A Beginner's Guide
shows you how to build applications from the ground up, covering C#, VB.NET, ASP.NET, Silverlight, Windows Presentation
Foundation (WPF), and Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). You'll also learn how to customize the IDE, adding your own
tools that integrate with Visual Studio 2010, and edit and debug your applications. Designed for Easy Learning Key Skills &
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Concepts--Chapter-opening lists of specific skills covered in the chapter Notes--Extra information related to the topic being
covered Tips--Helpful reminders or alternate ways of doing things Annotated Syntax--Example code with commentary that
describes the programming techniques being illustrated Joe Mayo is an independent consultant, specializing in Microsoft.NET
tecnnologies. He is the author of LINQ Programming and other books. Joe is also the recipient of multiple Microsoft MVP awards.
Make the most of your new Windows® 10 notebook or desktop computer—without becoming a technical expert! This book is the
fastest way to get comfortable, get productive, get online, get started with social networking, make more connections, and have
more fun! Even if you’ve never used a Windows computer before, this book shows you how to do what you want, one incredibly
clear and easy step at a time. Computer basics have never, ever been this simple! Who knew how simple using computers could
be? This is today’s best beginner’s guide to using your computer or tablet with the new Windows 10 operating system…simple,
practical instructions for doing everything you really want to do!
"Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office 2003" covers Office 2003 for new users. The topics are organized in sections by
application and cover the common Office tasks that the majority of readers want to accomplish. By focusing on key tasks in a
concise way, the book packs enough information to bring readers up to speed quickly with all applications in the Office suite. This
book starts with an introduction of what's new in this version of Office and what the major changes and advantages are when
upgrading from older versions.
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is a set of tools based on the Visual Basic language. The great thing about using it to enhance
Office applications is that it's easier to learn than Visual Basic and it comes with your Office license. After reading this book, the
reader will be proficient in the VBA language and will have extensive knowledge of the Office 2003 Object Model. This book will
cover all features of the VBA editor and show how to program some of the more useful new features in the Office 2003
applications. This book assumes no prior programming experience, so even programming novices can get up to speed quickly on
the basics of the VBA language. It is very practical and offers the reader tested programs and projects that he or she can
implement right away. This book reinforces the reader's learning by presenting useful, end-of-chapter pedagogical resources,
including question-and-answer sessions and quizzes, as well as practical exercises that cement and extend the reader's
knowledge. It explorers not only the object models of Word and Excel, but also other members of the Office 2003 suite, including
PowerPoint, Access, and Outlook.
Make the most of Outlook2013 -- without becoming a technical expert! Outlook 2013 Absolute Beginner's Guide is the fastest way
to get comfortable and productive with the newest version of Outlook, use its powerful new tools, and extend it to the web and the
latest mobile devices. Whether you're new to Outlookor you're one of the millions who've used previous versions, this practical,
approachable book will show you how to do exactly what you want, one incredibly clear and easy step at a time. World-renowned
Outlooktutorial author Diane Poremsky reveals Outlook2013's power, helps you quickly master its updated interface, and teaches
you how to do all this, and more: * Use Peeks to instantly find what you need without changing views * Set up email just the way
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you want, and sync only your newest mail * Completely control message flow, and regain control over your email life * Use
advanced email features such as message tracking and deferred delivery * Create and work with calendar appointments and
meeting invitations * Publish and share your calendar * Use Contacts, Tasks, and To-Do Lists more efficiently * Link Outlook to
social networks * Sync and share Outlook data, and use powerful Exchange and SharePoint sharing features * Track your life with
Color Categories, Folders, and Outlook 2013's improved Search * Run mail/email merges from within Outlook * Efficiently manage
and protect your Outlook data files

Guides beginning users through basic PC operations in Microsoft Windows, demonstrating such tasks as personalizing
Windows 8, connecting to the Internet, using social networks, working with apps, playing music, and performing routine
maintenance.
Make the most of Word2013 -- without becoming a technical expert! Word 2013 Absolute Beginner's Guide is the fastest
way to get comfortable and productive with the newest version of Word, use its powerful new tools, and extend it to the
web and the latest mobile devices. Whether you're new to Wordor you're one of the millions who've used previous
versions, this practical, approachable book will show you how to do exactly what you want, one incredibly clear and easy
step at a time. World-renowned Wordtutorial author Sherry Kinkoph Gunter reveals Word2013's power, helps you quickly
master and customize its updated interface, and covers everything you need to know to create, edit, format, build, review,
and share documents. You'll find easy, practical coverage of new Word features and techniques, including: * Using New
Live Layout and alignment grids * Running Word from Windows RT/Windows 8 tablets and the web * Inserting Web
pictures and video into documents * Editing PDF files * Saving documents to SkyDrive cloud storage * Using Word's
simplified new markup tools * Taking advantage of Word's improved Reading Mode * And much more
Windows 10 The Absolute Beginners Guide To Operate Microsoft Windows 10! This eBook has a complete guide to
using the new features of windows 10 effectively. Windows 10 is the most recent Microsoft operating system in the
today's world. The most amazing latest and powerful operating system in this present era of the technological world are
windows 10 with a lot of notable features. Apart from its remarkable features the windows 10 is also quite complex to
operate. The book has the absolute beginners guide to operating windows 10. The book is divided into five chapters. The
first chapter is the basic introduction and fundamentals Microsoft windows 10. The second chapter is the beginner's
guide to using the Microsoft windows 10. The benefits of windows 10 over other operating system are discussed in the
third section of this book. The new features of windows 10 are mentioned in the fourth chapter and the comparison of
windows 10 with the other Microsoft release' are described in the last chapter.
Make the most of Office 2013–without becoming a technical expert! This book is the fastest way to create, edit, format,
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build, review, and share virtually any form of Office content! Even if you’ve never used Office before, you’ll learn how to
do what you want, one incredibly clear and easy step at a time. Office has never, ever been this simple! Who knew how
simple Microsoft® Office 2013 could be? This is the easiest, most practical beginner’s guide to using Microsoft’s
incredibly powerful new Office 2013 productivity suite…simple, reliable instructions for doing all you really want to do with
the brand-new versions of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and OneNote! Here’s a small sample of what you’ll learn:
Explore Office 2013’s updated interface and most efficient shortcuts Use Microsoft Office on the Web and mobile
devices Streamline Word document creation with templates, tables, and more Efficiently build and review longer
documents–by yourself or with teams Quickly create reliable, sophisticated Excel workbooks Analyze and visualize Excel
data with charts, sparklines, pivot tables, and slicers Create high-impact presentations with PowerPoint 2013’s newest
tools Supercharge presentations with audio, video, animations, and transitions Set up email accounts and personalize
Outlook to your own workstyle Manage your life with Outlook contacts, tasks, to-do lists, and notes Use Social Connector
to simplify activities on Facebook, LinkedIn, and beyond Organize research more efficiently with OneNote notebooks
Integrate text, links, files, media, screen clips, and handwriting into your OneNote notebooks And much more…
Make the most of Access 2013—without becoming a technical expert! This book is the fastest way to master Access and
use it to build powerful, useful databases of all kinds—even web application databases! Even if you’ve never used Access
before, you’ll learn how to do what you want, one incredibly clear and easy step at a time. Access has never, ever been
this simple! Who knew how simple Access® 2013 could be? This is the easiest, most practical beginner’s guide to using
Microsoft’s incredibly powerful new Access 2013 database program… simple, reliable instructions for doing everything
you really want to do! Here’s a small sample of what you’ll learn: • Create tables to efficiently store and navigate your
data • Build queries that retrieve exactly the information you want • Design intuitive forms that help your users work more
efficiently • Build reports that answer key questions intuitively and visually • Learn easy techniques for designing more
reliable databases • Work faster with AutoForms, AutoReports, and other shortcuts • Automate repetitive tasks and build
more polished databases with macros • Share Access data with Excel, SQL Server, and other applications • Solve
complex problems with advanced query, form, and reporting techniques • Build modern web databases that serve users
through browsers • Run your database on the cloud through Microsoft Office 365 • Construct a complete database
application from start to finish • And much more… Alison Balter, President of InfoTech Services Group, Inc., has spent 25
years training and consulting on Microsoft Access and related applications with top organizations such as Cisco, Shell,
Accenture, Northrop, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, Prudential, Transamerica, Fox Broadcasting, and the
U.S. Navy. She travels throughout North America delivering seminars on Access and has authored 14 books and videos
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for Pearson, including Microsoft Access 2010 LiveLessons and Alison Balter’s Mastering Access 2007 Development.
She is past president of the Independent Computer Consultants Association of Los Angeles. Category: Databases
Covers: Microsoft® Access® 2013 User Level: Beginning
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. Succeed as a project manager, even if you’ve never run a project before!
This book is the fastest way to master every project management task, from upfront budgeting and scheduling through
execution, managing teams through closing projects, and learning from experience. Updated with more insights from the
front lines, including agile approaches, dealing with security and privacy priorities, and leading remote/virtual teams,
along with the latest on Microsoft Project and PMI standards and certifications and a special bonus chapter on preparing
for the PMP certification. This book will show you exactly how to get the job done, one incredibly clear and easy step at a
time. Project management has never, ever been this simple! Who knew how simple project management could be? This
is today’s best beginner’s guide to modern project management… simple, practical instructions for succeeding with every
task you’ll need to perform! Here’s a small sample of what you’ll learn: • Master the key skills and qualities every
project manager needs • Lead projects, don’t just “manage” them • Avoid 15 most common mistakes new project
managers make • Learn from troubled, successful, and “recovered” projects • Set the stage for success by effectively
defining your project • Build a usable project plan and an accurate work breakdown structure (WBS) • Create budgets
and schedules that help you manage risk • Use powerful control and reporting techniques, including earned value
management • Smoothly manage project changes, issues, risks, deliverables, and quality • Manage project
communications and stakeholder expectations • Organize and lead high-performance project teams • Manage crossfunctional, cross-cultural, and virtual projects • Work successfully with vendors and Project Management Offices • Make
the most of Microsoft Project and new web-based alternatives • Get started with agile and “critical chain” project
management • Gain key insights that will accelerate your learning curve • Know how to respond to real-life situations, not
just what they teach you in school
Learn and understand how you can perform a wide range of tasks on your new Windows computer, including managing
files, browsing the internet, and protecting yourself, as well as interacting with Cortana. Using Absolute Beginners Guide
to Computing you will see how to use Windows, and how you can connect and communicate with others. You will learn
the basics of browsing the web, how to send email, and sign up for services. You will learn about some of the social
media sites such as Facebook and Twitter. You will also learn how to connect and use external hardware, and process
digital music, photos, and video. Written by an author who has written multiple computing titles, this book is friendly and
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approachable, and can teach anyone how to use a computer. With simple steps, easy troubleshooting, and online
resources, it's the best place to learn how to make computing a part of your life. What You’ll Learn: Get pictures onto
your computer to share Listen to digital music What clubs, groups, and other resources there are to help Who this Book
Is For Anyone that wants to learn all the latest Windows features. Beginners who want to use their new Windows
computer to share pictures or video clips on YouTube or Facebook to those seeking a common sense approach to safe
computing.
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